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What is a Case Interview?

an interview in which "you are 

introduced to a business 

dilemma facing a particular 

company. You are asked to 

analyze the situation, identify 

key business issues, and 

discuss how you would 

address the problems 

involved." -MIT's Careers 

Handbook



What Interviewers Are Looking For

– Logical and organized reasoning

– Analytical ability

– Creativity

– Quantitative skills

– Business judgment (not business knowledge) 

– Ability to structure problem solving

– Intellectual curiosity & enthusiasm

– Poise, self-confidence and communication skills

under pressure



Suggested Method

1. Shake hands, smile, show your confidence

2. Listen to the question

3. Take notes

4. Summarize the question

5. Verify the objective

6. Ask clarifying questions

7. Organize your answer

8. Walk through your entire structure

9. Identify key areas

10. Dig deeper

11. Find key results

12. Synthesize



Tips

1. Practice

2. Listen to the interviewer’s hints

3. Be creative and brainstorm

4. Don’t force a framework

5. Exude enthusiasm and a positive attitude

6. Make good use of case facts 

7. Bring closure and summarize

- Case in Point



Types of Case Questions

Case in Point

• Entering a New Market

• Mergers and Acquisitions

• Developing a New Product

• Pricing Strategies

• Growth Strategies

• Starting a New Business

• Competitive Response

• Increasing Sales

• Reducing Costs

• Increasing the Bottom Line: 
Profits

• Turnarounds

Crack the Case

• Strategy

• Operations

• Organization, 

Systems and Process

• Finance

• External Forces



From Bain’s Website

• Don’t get thrown by the interviewer’s questions
– The interviewer is your ally and uses questions to get a better 

understanding of your thought process, not to stump you.  

• Be concise
– If asked for the top two issues, confine your response to two 

items.  

• Provide logical backup for your answers
– Be sure to explain what case facts led you to a conclusion and 

how you reasoned from those facts to your conclusion.  

• Don’t be afraid to ask clarifying questions
– If you don’t understand the case facts, it will be tough to ace the 

interview.  

• Relax and have fun
– You should learn a lot about yourself through the case 

interview process.



Practice Session Logistics

– Find meeting time and place

– Arrive on time, Find a partner, Grab two cases 

– (20 min case, 5 min feedback) x 2

– Practicing consultant administered practice, 

lectures, workshops

– Other suggestions?



The Case Interview Practice

• Shake hands, introduce yourself

• Small chat for 20 sec

• Introduce case, read prompt

• DO CASE

• Conclude (synthesize or CEO encounter)

• Feedback



A Practice Case

Noble Line Travel

-Crack the Case
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List Of Resources

• Books in SFL
– Case in Point by Marc Consentino

– Crack the Case by David Ohrvall

– Vault Books

– Wet Feet Books

• Websites
– http://www.consultingcase.com/

– http://www.mckinsey.com/aboutus/careers/applyingto
mckinsey/interviewing/casestudytips/index.asp

– http://www.bain.com/bainweb/pdfs/acethecase.pdf

– http://www.bcg.com/careers/interview_prep/interview_
prep_splash.html

http://www.consultingcase.com/
http://www.mckinsey.com/aboutus/careers/applyingtomckinsey/interviewing/casestudytips/index.asp
http://www.mckinsey.com/aboutus/careers/applyingtomckinsey/interviewing/casestudytips/index.asp
http://www.bain.com/bainweb/pdfs/acethecase.pdf

